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1)The 5 main housing criteria for a city: 

 

1-Infrastructure 

2-job opportunities 

3-health care 

4-housing 

5-environment 

 

2) I live in Brazil, in a city in the interior of the state of São Paulo - Tatuí. 

I chose to live in this neighborhood for health reasons, I had a serious health problem 

(circulation) and here I walk every day and ride a bicycle. Here is a village with eco-

tourism, in a neighborhood far from the city. 

I chose to live in this neighborhood for a few reasons: 

1) the environment; 

2) Neighbors; 

3) health care; 

4) security; 

5) Quality of life; 
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3) my place of residence meets some criteria such as health care, environment, safety 

and job opportunities, my neighborhood is eco tourism (rural tourism, jeeps, bikes and 

trails) and I work with landscaping and take care of my health, because when I lived in a 

bigger city I didn't have so much quality of life. Here I can take good care of my health 

and because it is a village and with many condominiums close to the region, I am 

managing to develop a very differentiated work. 



 
 

 

Scale of 90 

 

1 dwelling; 

2 health care; 

3 job opportunities; 

4, possibility of recreation; 

5 security 

 
Hability of my city 

 
In my city the score scale is 40 
Lack of work opportunities, high level of violence, urban mobility 0, Hospital with few beds, 
lack of commitment in politics, and we still have problems with sanitation standards. 
weak economy, no industries, 60% of the population has to work outside the city. We face 
many urban difficulties. 
 
1) Employment opportunities; 
2) Security; 
3) Housing 
4) Health Care; 
5) Political stability 
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If I were mayor of my city, the first thing to do was a new master plan. I would make a 

development and urban expansion plan. I would try to bring new companies into town 

to get new job opportunities, lower taxes to attract companies. The peripheries are 

growing more and more here in my city, so I would make an economic, social, cultural 

and educational development in these places and mainly in the transport sector that is 

almost nonexistent in some places. It would also develop basic sanitation and provide 

medical care. Here in some places there are not even daycare centers, which makes it 

difficult for some women who want to work and have nowhere to leave their children. 

Here in my city, young people have no leisure option, no shopping (even though it is a 

city of 130 thousand inhabitants), no leisure, no incentives for sports, and everyone 

leaves the city to work in the nearest city, 60 km away. The city spent 28 years in the 

political power of the same family, father mayor, succession woman mayor and 

daughters, so there was not so much economic, social and cultural development. The 

unemployment rate is very high here in my city. 

 

 

 

 
5) Questão 

 

If I were to change cities I would: 

1) Piracicaba-São Paulo-Brazil; 

2) Ilhabela-Litoral-São Paulo-Brazil; 

3) Pistoia-Tuscany- Italy; 

 

1st Piracicaba- Interior of São Paulo 

 

Piracicaba is a city of almost 800 thousand inhabitants, it is very well developed and 

planned. The unemployment level is low in relation to the other cities in the 1st region, 

many job opportunities. The top 3 Brazilian universities are there. 2 ° It has large 

multinationals installed in the city and thus generates outsourced companies that 

provide material for these large companies. It is in 2nd place in the ranking of the best 

public elementary schools in Brazil. 

3 ° The socio-cultural level of the city is very high, cultural development very good. 

Very low rate of violence.4 ° The city is very safe. And it has already won awards for 

being one of the most beautiful and developed cities in Brazil. 5 ° The city is beautiful! 

 

2nd Ilhabela- North Coast of São Paulo 

 

1 ° The city is beautiful! 

2 ° In the last 5 years the city had an urban planning that totally changed the 

development of the city; 

3 ° Job opportunities; 



4 ° I would change to take care of my health (for being coastal and as I already had 

health problems, I would change to take care of my health); 

5 ° The city works; 

 

3 ° Pistoia-Tuscany Italy 

 

1 ° The city is small and charming; 

2 ° There are many job opportunities for my area; 

3rd Climate- Whenever I go, it is very good for my circulation; 

4th housing; 

5 ° Health care, as it is mountainous, would be very good for my circulation; 


